116	JEWS  IN  THE  LIFE  OF MEDIAEVAL ISLAM
Sa'd ad-Daula's "brother in Mosul, A-mTn ad-Daula, was also
arrested and the same fate was meted out to Tivm as to his
brother Fakhr ad-Daula.1
The sources report chiefly concerning Baghdad, which was
the seat of the greatest Jewish community at that period.
Thus we learn : " Then in Babel, when the report of the
mnrder of this Jew was heard, the Arabs armed themselves
and went to the quarter of the Jews, because the Jews were
all living together in one quarter 2 in Babel. And "when they
wanted to go in and plunder them, the Jews rose up against
them in great strength and they fought against the Arabs
and killed and were "killed. ..."
Thanks to the active resistance which the Jews showed to
their assailants, as the sources tell, the number of casualties
on their side appears to have been smalL We learn, however,
that as a result of the riot " in Baghdad more than a hundred
of the noble and wealthy Jews were ftla.fn and their property
plundered.' 3 3
Ibn al-3?uwati 4 also states of the Baghdad attack that " the
masses of Baghdad stormed the house of Fakhr ad-Daula and
the dwellings of the Jews all together, and took their treasures
away "*. This lasted three days. But although the police
took steps against the masses and fought with them, " a
section of the crowd spread the report that the governors
had permitted the rioting. Thereupon the evildoers and the
criminal and the crafty hastened and plundered their dwellings
and their shops."
i jiJ.    Both Ibn oL-Fuvxdi, p. 466, and Wassaf, fol. 206a, mention
these words-^-an interesting example of their use of identical sources.
1	Ibn  al-Futcafi, p.  466:   <^i  ** ojtl  U JJ1* pfjoll  c?yi]  <-* JU^lj
*3^aJi     _^*5.    In Mosul there were   attacks   by   Kurds   and   Turkomans
for a time on both Jews and Arabs.   Of. Bar Hebrseus* p. 476, foL 558.
2	It is interesting to learn, irom this passage that the Baghdad Jevs
lived in a ghetto.    This was also presumably the case -with other Jewish
communities.   Bar Hebrseus, p. 476, fol. 55S, refers to the Jewish quarter
in Mosul.
* Wa$saf, fol. 2056.
4 Ibn al-Fuioati, pp. 464-6, gives further details.

